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NOTES

ON

PKk AND

[Xf

By
Yoshihiro Abe

This paper consists of notes on some

combinatorial properties. § 1 deals with

‑Mneffabilityand the partitionproperty of PkX with X ineffable. In § 2 we
the flipping property and a filterinvestigated by Di Prisco and Marek
rize huge
We
{xcZ:

§1

combine

to characte‑

cardinals.
work in ZFC

and the notations are standard.

＼x＼=k},DJ = {{x, y}:x, yzPj

PCX when

there is a subset A

stationary. We
"For

＼x＼<k)[XY =

X is ineffable.

k is called A‑ineffableif for any function /:
for all xePJ,

PkX‑{xczl:

and x$y).

PKl―>P,l

such that f(x)cix

of X such that the set {xePJ:

Af)x=f(x)}

is

abbreviate the following statement to Part* 0, X);

any function F'.D.X―>2,

there is a stationary homogeneous

set H

i.e.

￨F"([#]2n￡U)l=l."
If Part* (≪,/!),then k is ^‑ineffable. We

shall show

the converse is true when

I is ineffable.
Lemma

1.

XczP.X is closed unbounded

in Pca} contains a closed unbounded
{a<2:SnP≪a
Theorem

iff{a<l:Xr＼PKa

subset of X. Hence

is closed unbounded

S is stationary in PJ

if

is stationary in P,a) is a stationary subset of L
2.

Suppose

that X is ineffable. If Part*(≪,a) for all a<X,

then

Part* (/r,X).

Proof.

Let F:DJ―>2

and Fa=F＼DKa for every a<l. By our assumptions,

there is a stationarysubset Aa of PKa such that
F"([A,]2nAa)={￡,}, ka${0,l}.
Since X is ineffable,w e can find an AcPKX
S=＼a<X: AK = Af]PM
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so that
is stationaryin I.
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A is stationary by Lemma
Let t, u {A]2f}DJ.

1.
Since S is unbounded

that both t and u are in [AofOD.a.
homogeneous

Abe

Hence

in 2, there is a member

F(t)=F(u) = ka.

of S, a such

So, A is a stationary

set for F.

Definition, k is ^‑almostineffableif for any function /: PJ ―

PJ

such

that f(x)cx for allxePJ, there is a subset A of X such that the set {xePJ:
AC＼x=f(x)} is unbounded.
Theorem

3.

Suppose that X is almost ineffable. Then

k is ^‑almost ineffable

iff k is a‑almost ineffable for all a<L

Proof.

―>･ is proved by the same argument as the lemma

in Magidor [9]

p.p.281.
(‑<―)Letf:PJ―

P,X and f{x)cx for allxeP,X. Considering a functionf＼PKa

and using a‑ineff
ability,
w e get an Aada

for every a<X such that

Xa = {xeP,a: f(x)= xnAa} is unbounded in P,a.
Using now the almost ineffability
of X, there is an Ad X so that
S={a<X'.Aa ―Ar＼a]is unbounded in X.
Let X={xePJ:f(x)
Hence lacITlPfa

= xC＼A}. If asS and xsPsa, then xf]Aa=xf]ADa

= xr]A.

for every aeS. This gives

{a<X:XC＼PKoc is unbounded in PKa] is unbounded in X.
Thus X is unbounded in PKX.
Corollary

4. The followingare equivalentfor k<X with X ineffable.
(a)
(b)

Part*O, a) for alla<l
Part*(≪,
X ).

( c ) k is ^‑ineffable.
(d)

a;is a‑ineffable
f or alla<L

(e)

k is a‑almostineffablefor alla<X.

(f ) k is ^‑almostineffable.
(g)
Proof,
(c)―>(d)

k is a‑supercompact for alla<X.

(a)―>‑(b) is Theorem
is the lemma

1. (b)―(c)

also in [9]. (d)―>(e)

is Theorem

[9].

is trivial. (e)<―≫(f)i s Theorem

3. (e) ―■+( g) is by Carr's result: If ≪is 2a<"‑shelah, then
(≪is a‑shelah if k is a‑almost ineffable.)See [3].

2 in Magidor

k is a‑supercompact.

Notes on PJ
On

the coding of P*l, there are works

author can not answer
Question

and [XJ
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of Zwicker [14] and Shelah [12]. The

this question.

5. Is there a function t: X ―> PJ

such

that for any

stationary

subset A of X, t"A is stationary in PJ.
It is, of course, true if k ―1. In fact let t=id.＼ic.The
when

question is interesting

X is ineffable.
Proposition

6. If X is ineffable and there is a t: X ―

stationary for any stationary subset A
Proof.

Suppose

that /: PJ ―

PKX such that t"A is

of X, then /cis ^‑ineffable.

PKl and f(x)(Zx for allxgPJ.

Let Aa = {fi<a :

pef(t(a))}. Since X is ineffable, there is a stationary subset S of X and AczX
that Aa=AHa
B=t"S
Hence

so

for all ≪eS.
is stationary and for any

xeZ? there is an axzS

such

that x=t(ax).

f(x)f]ax = Af]ax.

Let B' = {x￡B:f(x)=hAC＼x) and 5x = the least ordinal in f(x)J(Af)x).

dx￡x for

all xeB'.
Soppose that B' is stationary. There is an ordinal o<X

such

that C={x￡B':

5X=8} is stationary.
V*eC(/(aO ntf + l)* An (5 + 1)).
So,
Va;GC(ax<5).
I{a*: a; C}￨>￨C￨=^>^.
Thus

there is an xzC

such that 8<ax.

Hence {xeB: f(x)=A[)x}
Remark.

is stationary.

t"A is a stationary subset which

subsets. Gitik constructed a model of ZFC

splits into I disjoint stationary

in which

there is a stationary set that

can not be splittedinto X disjoint stationary subsets in [6].

§2

[X]' when

Let j: V―>M

≪is huge.
be a huge

embedding

with criticalpoint k and j(k)=X in this

section.
At first we recall a filteron [X]*investigated by Di Prisco and Marek
It is analogous to the closed unbounded

filteron PKL

in [5].
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Definition.

For Xcz PJ, define Ax,

the basic set generated by X, as follows:

Ax = {x￡[X]K＼x is the union of an increasing /c‑chainof elements of X).

Define

F<.i by
AzFt.x iff there is a closed unbounded
Theorem

(Di Prisco, Marek,

XaPJ

such that ArcA.

Baumgartner)

F,a is the least /e‑complete,normal, fine filteron [Z]＼ If U
filteron [XJ induced

is the normal

by j, then every set in Ft,x is in U. In this case F^

ultra‑
is not

/c+‑comolete.

Xa[X]' is unbounded if Vxe{Z]'3yGX(x<zy). X is Ft,x stationaryif InF^O
for all YeF.,x.
Proposition
Proof.

1.

Any

XzF^x

There is a CcPJ,

and f'.K‑―>>abe

is unbounded.
that is closed unbounded

a bijection,xa―f"a

ya￡C such that ?/a$xaU{^:

for all a<tc.

Proposition

2.

CzcX

Let

ae[X]K

can find,using induction,

/3<a} for every a</c.

{?/a￨a</c}cC is a ≪r‑chainand a;= Ufe
Next DroDOsition shows

We

and

: ff</c}c>J{￨/<,:
a</f) = ?/ CjcX.

the situationis different from

PJ.

If k is huge, there is a Ft<i‑stationary set that is not un‑

hnnnrlprl
Proof.

(X)"= {x [X]k: the order type of x is tc}is in U.

Clearly (X)Kis not

unbounded.
Moreover,

we shall show

any x, y in S, xcty‑

that there is a F≫,rstationary set S such

Thus, partition property may

that for

not be directry extended to[X]'

as for PA.
Definition.
ever vex

Lemma

/ is a <w‑Jonsson function over a set x iff /: mx ―

x and when‑

and ＼v＼
―＼x, f"my―x.

3. Let U be the normal ultrafilter
on [X]'induced by j and / is a

a>‑Jonssonfunction over X. Then {xs＼X＼*
'.f＼"x
i s w‑Jonsson over x}eU.
Proof.

The

same

Let e: V―>N^Vm*/U
＼Y＼=X,f"mY^X.

argument

as a normal

and Ice";

with

ultrafilteron PKk can be carried out.

＼X＼
= ＼e"k＼=X. Since Y=e

So,
Va<^3sefflr(a=/(s)).

＼X)(zl

and
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This implies
Va￡e"BsGm

Y(a=e(f)(e(s)))

Since e{s)=e"s￡aX,
e(f)"mX=e"X.
Hence
Thus

e(f)＼ae"＼is oj‑Jonsson
＼x＼f＼mx is co‑Jonsson

Theorem

4.

Proof.

Let /

over
over

e"l.
x)￡U.

There is an AeU

such that for every pair x, y in A, x<ty‑

be a a≫‑Jonssonfunction over 1 and

A ―{x￡[̲X＼K:f＼ax
is w‑

Jonsson over x}eU.
Suppose

§3

y$LxcA.

Since Ij7￨= ￨?/￨,
f "my=x.

Flipping properties and huge

But f"my(Zy.

cardinals, partition properties of PKX.

Flipping properties wrer firststudied by Abramson,
Zwicker

in [1] and turned out to be another form

Prisco and

Zwicker

[4] extended

Harrington, Kleinberg and

of large cardinal property.

this line to supercompactness.

More

Di

precisely,

they gave a new

type of flipping properties equivalent to >Hneffability and /l‑mildly
ineffability. We shall introduce an analogous type properties and discuss the
relationship with huge
Definition.
and

for all a<X,

cardinals.

If t: X ―> P(ttT), we

call f a flip of t(jt'

t)
if f : X ―

t'(a)=t(a) or t'(a)= [X]'‑t(a). Flip(≪,X)=Vt:X―P(W)3//

P([XJ)
^

such that J/'(a)is F￡,
Inef (≪,^)=for any function /: [XJ ―> y]* such
^‑stationary.
that f(x)cx for all are[A]*,there is a subset ^4 of ‑Rsuch that the set
{j? (Tr :Af]x=f(x)}
Theorem
(ii)

1.

is F,,^‑stationary.

(i) Flip(≪,X)iff Inef(≪,X).

If Flip(≪,2X'),then there is a huge

embedding

j such that ≪is the critical

point and j(k)=X.
(iii) If i : F―>M

is a huge embedding

with the criticalpoint k such that j(tc)=X,

then FlipO, ;).
Proof

(i) Assume

all x￡[X]＼ Define t: X ―

that Flip(/c,X) and f:[Z]'―‑> [X]' such
P{[XJ) by
t(a)= {x￡[X＼K:<xQf(x)}.

that f(x)<zx

for

Yoshihiro Abe
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Let t'^t be such that At'(a)is Fr,^‑stationary.
Put A = KJ{f(x):xedt'(a)}. We
Obviously /(ar)ca?nA
a

/(y), ?/ if(≪)
and aey.

gives a?e^(a). Hence

shall show

If atxCiA,
Hence

that if xGAt'(a) then xnA=/(i).

then there is a yeAt'(p) so that azf(y).

t'(a)=t(a). Now

a￡xeAt'(p) and

Since

t'(a)=t(a). This

a￡f(x).

Conversely, let t:X ―> P([X]*). Define /: [XJ ―

[XJ by

f(x)‑{a￡x: xet(a)}.
There

is a subset A

of X such

that B={x￡[XJ :xf)A=f(x)}

Define t'＼X―> P([XJ) by f(a)=t(a) if aG^
Suppose xgS and ≪ j:. If a

is /^‑stationary.

and t'(a)= [XJ‑t(a) if a$A.

A, then asf(x) hence ^e^(a)=^(a).

a$f(x) hence x$t(a). So x￡t＼a) Now

If a$A, then

we have shown ScAf(a), which must be

Ft,rstationary.
(ii)

Let f=2l"

P{＼jT) by
A

filter U

is a normal
member

Aa

Suppose

by
fact

AaeU
that

iff f{a)=t{a).
for any

We

a￡PKj

Define

t＼y―>

At'(a) is Ft,T‑stationary.
shall show

in fact U

the set {x￡[yj :acx}

is a

used.

that {a, ^}cx

(8<ic) and

is a a? Jf(￡) such
Hence
For

any

a?nAeA,.

Since

xGt'(a)=t(a),

xftteAaCAfi.

Thus

such

/:5―>r

such

that {v}＼jf"dcx.
This

shows

that 5a=A/(a)

For

all a<5,

x￡t(jj)and

for all a<8.

Let

xef(f(a))=t(f(a)),

so

t'{r))=t(rj).

≪<>?, {^￡[2]':≪ear}e^7.

i4p={a?eW:aea?}.

(4)

of P([X]').
that

f(p)=t(p).

{Ba:a<8}dU

^e/^VW)‑

xeAt'($)

enumeration

C7 is /c‑complete.

There

(3)

an

Let t'―t be such

UAAaczAp―>A^U.

is a xeAt'(G) such

(2)

be

on [X]' is denned

ultrafilter. The

a?e/(j8). Hence

Let

{Aa:a<y}

of Ft,r is often

(1)
There

and

t(a) = {x￡[jY ＼x(M￡Aa).

f(i8)= {a? W

that a> f(0) and

: aGxn^^l^GLr]1:

j8 ar. Hence

a

ar /'(j8)and

a?}eF≪,r.

There

is

a

f(p)=t(fi).

17 is an ultrafilter.

Obviously <j>$U.So we have to show only that if A$U,
that A&U.
{a, p}ax.

t'(a)=[rT‑t(a). Let [X]'‑Aa=An.
Since ^e^(a) = [7‑]￡―t(a),
xnA$Aa.

then [XJ‑A&U.

Suppose

There is a xedftf) such that

Hence ^n^

^

and xet(fi).Thus

^09)=/(i8).
(5) C7is normal.
Suppose that {Ba'.a<l)dU.

Let f:X―>r

be such that Ba = AJW

for all a<X,

Notes
and

and [X]'
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JBa=Aa‑
Note

Let

on PA

that X―{x￡Pcy:

C=Ax={y

[rY '‑3Dc:X(D

If ?/eC

and

f(a)￡xczy.

aGyHX,

Now

There

Ya￡xf]X(f(a)￡x)}

is a

we

yef(f(a))=t(f(a)),

is a ≪‑chain, y=＼JD)}.

there

have

yeJf($)

is an

that

yn^

Contradiction.

(iii) Let
Define
Then

Z7 be

Hence
the

f : X ―■>PflXD
f

^

and

such

#

C

Then

that

yeC,

and

unbounded

a

of Pty.

CeF≪.r.
a;rW

if a￡yf]X

^3e?/. For

subset

and

then

xcy.

f(a)

Hence

y.

all a￡yC＼l, f(a)ey

and

A/{tt).

If ^(j8)=[/‑]c‑^(/3),yn^^4fl=45tt.
^4/(a).

xsD

got that for any
such

hence

is a closed

So, there is an ≪G?/n^

such

that yfU$B≪=

t'(fl)=t(P).

normal

ultrafilter on

as follows.

for all a<X,

{X]" induced

by

j, t:X ―>P([X]').

t'{a)=t{a) if /(≪) C7, and ^(a) = W'‑f(a)

f{a)sU.

Hence

Jt'(a)eU.

Every

if t(a)$U.

member

of ￡/is

Ft, x‑stationary.
tried to express

the partition property

a flipping propertie.

Next

the author

(Though

not seem

Propposition

The

2.

(a)

Part*O,

X).

(b)

For any

t: PKX ―

＼x.vlGLUnrXl2

Proof,
otherwise.

then

(a) ―

it does
followings

P(PJ),

there

(b). Define F:DJ

and

a stationary

―

2 by F(x, y)=0
set for F.

= {l},let t'{x)=PM{x)

Put t(x)= {y:F(x,
then x

set X

such

that if

y)=0}.

There

if yet(x) and F(x, y) = l
When

F"([X

＼2nDJ) =

for all xgX.
are t'―t and a stationary set X

t'(y).

Let X, = {a;eX:/'O)=fl>0}
stationary and both of them
We

are t'^t

vef(x).

{0}, t'=t. If F"([Z]8nZU)
(b)―>(a).

of

are equivalent.

Let X be a stationary homogeneous

such that if x^yeX

of P,X in the form

successful.)

and X2=beZ:^)=^‑^)}‑
are homogeneous

Either X

or X2 is

set for F.

add easy obervations at the end of this paper.

Definition.
set A(zP,X

A stationary coding set for PJ (an "SC")

together with

a 1:1

function c.A―>l

consists of a stationary

(called the coding function)

satisfying that for each x, ysA
x￡y<‑^c(x)￡y.
Proposition
[14], The
Proof.

3. If Part*(≪,X), then an SC exists. (This is also seen in Zwicker

author considered this property without a word
Let Fix, y)=Q if c(x)￡yand Fix, y)=l

an "SC".)

otherwise, for any 1:1

func‑
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tion c.PsX ―> X.
Definition.

XczPJ

stant on some
This

is prestationary iff for any choice function on X is con

unbounded

set SaX.

definitionmakes

Lemma

4.

(Menas

Lemma

5. If X

sense. In fact,

in [10]) There is a prestationary set that is not stationary.
is prestationary, then {x￡X:acx}

is also prestationary for

all asPX
Definition.

wPart*(/c,X) iff any partitionof Pcl has a prestationary homogeous

set.
Theorem

6.

Proop.

If wPart* (≪,X), then k is almost ^‑ineffable.

Magidor's

proof of Theorem

really need is a homogeneous

set H

an unbounded

so that

subset T of H

2 in [9] can be carried out. What

we

such that for any choice function / there is

VxGTlyGT(x￡y

and

f(x)>f(y)).
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